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Details of Visit:

Author: HornyHemel
Location 2: Bletchley
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 26 Sep 2016 12:45
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

Usual MKE place next to Ego.

The Lady:

As per pics, although more a size 12/14

The Story:

Comms were easy and parking is available right outside and nearby the location.

Decided to book Jennifer as she offered a good range of services and the choice of other ladies
was rather limited. Arrived a bit late due to traffic, but the Maid had rearranged appointments so that
I could still see Jennifer.

Jennifer is as per the photos, definitely not a size 10, more a 12/14.

Had asked for watersports, and we started with this in the bathroom. Jennifer said that she had
never used a strap-on, but was willing to give it a try. For a novice, she did a good job with it, before
finishing round one with a lengthy bout of OWO and CIM.

Opted for a massage which was actually good and not your standard WG light fingertip massage.
There was a brief attempt by Jennifer at round two, but gave up fairly quickly when nothing was
happening.

Overall, it was a nice first 30 mins. But I found Jennifer too reactive and required direction during
the punt. According to her, this is her first stint as a WG and it showed in certain aspects, but she is
friendly and good to chat with during a punt, just not the filthy bitch type that I normally enjoying
paying to fuck!!!

I have to learn my lesson and only book a 30 min session with a new girl or one with little feedback
after a number of recent experiences were round two doesn't happen.

Have rated as positive as she delivered all of the key services well, but I would not return as prefer
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a more assertive WG. Jennifer would be good for you, if you only want a vanilla punt.
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